Abstract. Ray theory is used to study the refraction of short oceanic internal waves by a spectrum of large amplitude inertia waves superimposed on a weakly sheared steady current. The results suggest that the steady current has a significant cumulative effect on short-wave propagation over the timescale of a few inertia periods. The strength of ray convergence is also computed, as this affects short-wave amplitudes. Typically we find weak ray convergence and much slower growth toward instability with increasing vertical wavenumber than in a steady-shear critical-layer model.
Introduction
Much of the mixing in the ocean's interior is believed to be triggered by breaking internal waves of short vertical wavelength, typically a few meters (e.g. [Gregg et al, 1996] ).
Refraction may play an important role in bringing internal waves to such short scales and to unstable amplitudes, as suggested by the results of [Henyey, Wright and Flatte, 1986] (hereafter HWF). Their model, based partly on Monte-Carlo ray tracings, produces short-wave spectra and mixing rates that are roughly comparable with ocean measurements. HWF predict mixing rates by estimating the net transport, due to refraction, of wave-energy across the highwavenumber part of the internal-wave spectrum. Here we examine two aspects of short-wave refraction that can affect net transport and that are not explicitly taken into account HWF. The first aspect is the effect of steady shear. In HWF, the short waves are refracted by a Garrett-Munk background of longer internal waves, without steady shear. Although steady shear in the ocean is typically much weaker than the rms internal-wave shear, it can have a significant cumulative effect on short-wave refraction, decreasing the time it takes to refract to very short scales. Using ray tracing, we illustrate this by following groups of short internal waves through a combination of large-amplitude inertia waves and a weakly sheared steady current.
The second aspect is the effect of ray convergence. While the presence of steady shear enhances the transport of waveenergy toward small scales, the strength of ray convergence can influence transport toward larger scales. This is because 0094-8276/99/1999G L900483 $05.00 the weaker the ray convergence the less likely the short waves are to reach unstable amplitudes and the more likely they are to refract back to larger scale for another cycle of the inertia oscillation. Here we find a range of convergence strengths at small scale, but mostly we find weak convergence, especially compared to convergence in a critical-layer model.
Model Formulation
The HWF use a low-pass filter to remove temporarily from their background all waves whose vertical wavenumber ex-
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Results
We consider first the case without a steady current, i.e. phase space, where the coordinates include the wavenumber components and position. Wave-action density in phase space is constant along the trajectory through phase space, a result used by HWF to obtain estimates of internal-wave spectra.
We consider the space-time density of wave-action A(x, t), from which measures of linear instability (wave-steepness, perturbation shear) are easily computed along each ray. Om/Oz; so we simply initialize it using (2), though initializing to Om/Oz = 0 does not alter the conclusions below. Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of m -20m/Oz versus Uz/N for 20 ray integrations. The data points are restricted to values for which the vertical wavelength of the short waves is less than 10m and is decreasing. We choose wavelengths shorter than 10m because dissipative processes are believed to be important at these scales. Modified forms of (3) and (4) were integrated, which are not singular at caustics (see [Broutman, 1986] 
Discussion
The first point to make is that although the inertia waves in this study generate much stronger shears than the steady current, the steady current contributes a gradual but important cumulative component to the refraction. The persistence of the steady shear compensates for its weak strength.
The second point to make is that our results show variability in the strength of ray convergence as the short waves refract to small vertical scales. The ray paths are almost as likely to diverge as converge, and when they do converge, they are unlikely to converge as strongly as in a conventional critical layer interaction. There remains the interesting possibility that the presence of weak steady shear in an internalwave background has partially counter-acting effects on the mixing rate: it may speed up short-wave transport to small scales, but it may also delay short-wave instability by weakening the convergence.
